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TEASER

FADE IN

INT. EUCALYPCITY NATIONAL BANK DAYTIME

On a busy day at the Eucalypcity National Bank, a long line

up is right at the front deck. At the front deck a MAN was

leaving with his money, as a MOTHER and her DAUGHTER came up

with her 5 year LITTLE GIRL first deposit.

LITTLE GIRL

(smiles)

This is my first deposit

THE BANKER

(boerd)

Well isn’t that sweet starting at a

young age.

The daughter places her 5 dollar bill on the deck. Suddenly

the 5 dollar bill FLOATS into the air.

THE MOTHER

What on Earth.

ZERO G’S(O.S)

Alright everyone hand over your

money.

RAP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.People FLOAT into the air, when

ZERO G’S African American, rude, cruel, bad, edgy, smooth

and evil, has brown eyes, has black hair and wears

sunglasses comes into the bank.

ZERO G’S

(smiles)

Alright with your cooperation

you’ll all give me all of your

money.

Zero G’s uses his ZERO GRAVITY POWERS to take all of the

money out from the CUSTOMERS’ wallets. The money from the

wallets and purses FLY out and FLOAT around Zero G’s. He

uses his LEVITATION POWERS to PULL the heavy metal valet

door from the bank valet, and throws it through the bank

windows sending it to CRASH into the streets. Then uses his

powers to FLOAT all of the money out from the valet and into

the air.

(CONTINUED)
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ZERO G’S

(smiles)

Now I need one more thing.

Zero G’s uses his LEVITATION POWERS to make the 5 dollar

bill that is on the deck FLOAT in the air and come towards

him.

LITTLE GIRL

Hey that’s my dollar!!!!

ZERO G’S

It’s mine now.

Zero G’s uses his LEVITATION POWERS to FLOAT everyone back

to the ground and exits out from the bank.

CUT TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY NATIONAL BANK DAYTIME

Zero G’s go outside of the bank with his money. The police

arrive in their police car. They get out from their police

cars and point their laser blasters at Zero G’s

POLICE OFFICER

You hands in the air.

ZERO G’S

If you say so.

Zero G’s lifts his hands in the air causing all of the

police cars to FLOAT into the air. Zero G’s drop his hands

to the ground causing all of the police cars to CRASH onto

the ground and to EXPLODE.

Zero G’s FLIES into the air with his money.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER

FADE IN

ACT 1
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EXT.CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ HOUSE COURTYARD SUNNY

THE NEXT DAY.

In the Crime Fighting Karate Koala Bears’ courtyard Paul,

Martin and Fluffy are doing their martial arts lesson. Paul

is sparing with Fluffy and Martin at the same time. Paul was

in his fighting stands so as Fluffy and Martin.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Go.

Martin punches Paul in the head. Paul blocks the attack and

then did Tai Otoshi to take down Martin, Fluffy attacks Paul

doing a double kick attack.Paul grabs 1 of her legs and did

a Sukui Nage take down. Martin surprise attack Paul with a

flying jump kick.

Paul dodges the attack and did a spin hook kick attack at

Martin, sending him CRASHING into the wooden fence. Fluffy

stand up from the ground and leg swipe Paul, slamming him to

the ground. Paul leg swipes Fluffy and then pines her to the

ground. Fluffy kicks Paul off from her letting Fluffy to

jump off from the ground, and did a butterfly kick at Paul.

Paul did the same causing both Koalas to slam to the ground.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

Well done Paul and Fluffy, and

Martin you need some more work.

MARTIN

OK mom.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Is Bruce and Jake still inside?

PAUL

Yeah, they are watching Eucalypcity

Football game

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ HOUSE LIVING ROOM

In the living room Bruce and Jake were watching the per game

show of the Sfootball game. Paul, Martin, Fluffy and Rose

McScott all enter inside though the screen door where Jake

and Bruce were on the sofa watching the charger game.

SPORTS REPORTER

(on the TV)

Hello, and welcome to the final

game of the Eucalypcity Koalas

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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SPORTS REPORTER (cont’d)
game, and I am telling you that

this game won’t be interrupts by

anything.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(to Bruce and Jake)

You 2 were inside watching that

silly football game.

BRUCE

(smiles)

Mom it’s a per game show, where

they show highlights from past

games before the main game begins.

JAKE

(happy)

That’s right the Eucalypcity Koalas

vs the Dallas Cowboys.

BRUCE

(smiles)

This is going to be a great game

today, because we have all of the

San Diego merchandise, posters,

t-shirt, bobble heads.

JAKE

(smiles)

And also tacos.

BRUCE

(mad)

For the last time Jakey there are

no Eucalypcity tacos and you got

those tacos from Pablo’s.

JAKE

I know, but you can’t have a good

football game without tacos.

BRUCE

Anyway this shall be a prefect game

because nothing shall ruin it.

Suddenly the crime alarm RINGS.

PAUL

No time for game time Big Bruce we

have trouble.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

(disappointed)

Ahh, can it wait until half time.

ROSE MCSCOTT

No Bruce sweetie you have trouble

to stop.

The Koalas runs to the garage.

FADE TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY BIG MUSIC RECORDS DAYTIME

At the Big Music Records building, the Koalas arrive at the

building on their Koalacycles ,and with their hoodies on.

They got off from their Koalacycles.

BRUCE

So where is the trouble?

PAUL

(looking up)

Guys quiet I am hearing something

from the top of the building.

Paul’s ears WIGGLES and looks up to to the top of the

building.

C.E.O (V.O)

Oh please don’t, don’t.

CUT TO

INT. BIG MUSIC RECORDS TOP FLOOR OFFICE.

RAP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Zero G’s is in the office of

the C.E.O of Big Music Records. Zero G’s uses his GRAVITY

POWERS to destroy the C.E.O’s music awards by taking them

from the wall and SMASHING them to the ground.

C.E.O

(begging)

Dude please stop this, please!!!!

ZERO G’S

(mad)

No way dog, I want revenge because

you rejected my music.

(CONTINUED)
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C.E.O

Dude, your music is all over the

place, and the lyrics are just so

bad.

ZERO G’S

How dare you insulted my music like

that, for that how do you like the

ceiling fallowing on your hand.

The ceiling of the top floor office start to SHAKE. Suddenly

the Koalas appear out from the top floor window by grappling

hooks. Bruce uses his claws to cut a hole into the window

letting all of the Koalas into the top floor office.

PAUL

(commands)

Alright dog, stop right now.

ZERO G’S

(disobeys)

Really no way dog, I like what I am

doing right now, in fact I am going

to use my powers to destroy the

entire building.

Zero G’s uses his powers to SHAKE the entire building.

MARTIN

(to the C.E.O.)

Sir we need to get everyone out of

this building right now.

C.E.O

All of my staff are out of the

building, I gave them all a day

off.

BRUCE

Well that’s great, now we have to

get ourselves out of here.

ZERO G’S

Oh really.

Zero G’s uses his powers to make the Koalas and the C.E.O

HEAVY, causing them to fall to the floor.

ZERO G’S

(smiled)

Try to get out of that situation

dogs.

(CONTINUED)
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Zero G’s uses his powers to BREAK a hole into the ceiling

and FLOATS through the hole to escape.

ZERO G’S(V.O)

Peace out dogs. Hahaha!!!!

FLUFFY

I feel like I eat like a dozen

donuts and I can’t get up.

C.E.O

Hey I eat a dozen donuts everyday

each morning.

JAKE

Dude we need get out of here.

PAUL

Everyone grab hands now.

Everyone grabs onto each others hands. Paul take out his

grappling hook and FIRES it at a street lamp. The combined

weight of everyone holding hands, causing them to drop out

from the top floor window.

CUT TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY BIG MUSIC RECORDS DAYTIME

The Koalas and the C.E.O all fall right down from the 35

story building RAPIDLY FAST.

JAKE

(TO Paul)

Alright bro, what is your next

plan?

PAUL

I don’t know, with the heavy weight

that guy put on us, we can’t stop

falling.

FLUFFY

(worried)

Well we better think of a plan

soon, or we shall splat on the

ground just like a pancake.

BRUCE

(worried)

Not to forget that we shall miss

the entire charger game.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly a ray gun FIRES at the Koalas and the C.E.O getting

rid of their heavy weight. Suddenly a big pillow APPEARS at

the bottom of the building, letting the Koalas and the C.E.O

to fall on it hitting the ground safely. Suddenly the entire

Big Music Records Building COLLAPSE onto the ground.

MARTIN

(surprise)

Um Powerful Paul, we’re not die.

PAUL

(confuse)

I didn’t know you have a big pillow

in your utility belt.

MARTIN

No I didn’t.

C.E.O

Well 1 thing is for sure we’re

safe.

The C.E.O got up and runs off safe and sound. Suddenly

Professors Marvin and Lucy Popper arrive on the scene.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

(glad)

Well we are sure glad that you are

all safe.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

Thanks to us.

PAUL

(smiles)

Well we are glad to thank you into

saving us.

JAKE

(glad)

Totally, just in time to watch the

charger game.

FLUFFY

(to Jake)

Not now Jakey!

PAUL

(asked)

So who was that rapper who

destroyed the entire Big Music

Records Building?

Martin looks at his koala cell

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Eureka.According to my Koala Cell

his name is Zero G’s, a failing

rapper who was kicked out from

every record company in the

country.

BRUCE

The other question is where did he

get that fancy belt of his?

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

(apologizes)

From us, sorry.

MARTIN

(asked)

What do you mean?

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

That belt was a special project of

my wife and mine.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

It so post to help people with back

problems helpful but do to a glitch

we throw it out.

PAUL

And now Zero G’s has it.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Yes.

MARTIN

With Zero G’s powers are

unstoppable, there is no way we can

stop him?

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

But we may stop him with this we

made.

Professor Marvin Poppy pulls out a ray gun from her lab coat

pocket.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

This ray gun is called the

Gravaton, shall have the power to

negate Zero G’s powers.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

And with his powers negated, we

shall take that belt of his off

from him.

PAUL

The other question is where is he

now?

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

Well good thing you have a tracking

device on each of our inventions

whenever they get lost.

Professor Marvin Popper took out the tracker for the

tracking device out from his pocket.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

And according to the tracking

device, Zero G’s is at the San

Diego Museum of Modern Art.

FADE TO

INT. EUCALYPCITY MUSEUM OF MODERN ART

At the Eucalypcity Museum of Modern Art everyone there is

looking at all of the beautiful art work inside. Suddenly

all of the paintings, statues and etc FLOAT in the air.

Everyone was surprise of everything was floating in mid air.

ZERO G’S

Sorry everyone looks like the

museum is mine.

Everyone in the museum run out from the museum SCREAMING. in

fear while Zero G’s uses his powers to take every art work

in the museum taking them away. ACTION RAP MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND. Suddenly Zero G’s gotten attacked by Bruce who

was invisible.

ZERO G’S

(surprise)

Hey what just happened?

Then Fluffy who is invisible, jump kick at Zero G’s knocking

him to the ground. Zero G’s got off from the floor then all

of a sudden Martin who is invisible slammed Zero G’s to the

by doing a Seoi-nage. Zero G’s got off from the floor again.

Suddenly Jake and Paul who are invisible, attack Zero G’s by

doing a a double kick sending Zero G’s slamming into the

wall.

(CONTINUED)
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ZERO G’S

(mad)

OK who is doing all of this?

Then the Koalas turn VISIBLE.

ZERO G’S

(to the Koalas)

Hey you are those hooded dorks from

before?

BRUCE

(mad)

We’re not hooded dork.

All 5 Koalas all took of their hoods.

MARTIN

(mad)

We’re Koalas, Karate Koalas.

Professors Marvin and Lucy Popper both appear from behind

the Koalas.

PAUL

(ordered Zero G’s)

And now surrender the belt, or you

will not get hurt.

BRUCE

(to Paul)

Hey I thought that we are going to

hurt him.

ZERO G’S

Alright, I defeated you all before

now it’s time to beat you guys

again.

BRUCE

(cracking his knuckles)

Sounds good to me.

Bruce run up and did a jump sping kick at Zero G’s. Zero G’s

uses his gravity powers to make Bruce FLOAT into the air.

PAUL

(shouted)

Bruce no!!!

JAKE

(surprised)

Wow Big Bruce you’re floating in

mid air.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

(looking at his Koala Cell)

According to my Koala Cell, Zero

G’s made Big Bruce float into the

air with the help from anti

gravitons

ZERO G’S

That’s right now I am going to do

the same to you too along with the

whole museum.

Suddenly the entire art museum start to SHAKE. Suddenly the

entire art museum start to FLOAT into the air. Zero G’s

FLOATS up at the sky light and DESTROYS the skylight window

letting him escape, while the entire art museum is FLOATING

from it’s foundation.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

FADE IN

ACT 2

THRILLING ACTION MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The museum

continues to FLOAT in the air.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

(worried)

Looks like Zero G’s is using his

powers to lift the entire museum

into the sky.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

(scared)

At this rate we shall be in space.

JAKE

(feeling sick)

Guys I’m going to throw up or down

or sideways.

FLUFFY

(mad)

Well then don’t throw up on me I

just showered this morning.

PAUL

We have to find away to get out of

here and get down safely.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

(got an idea)

What about the ray gun that

Professors Marvin and Lucy were

talking about.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

You’re right Martin, the Gravatoner

negates Zero G’s powers on anything

also.

BRUCE

(asked)

Can it help us get out from the

floating.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

Yes and it can also cause the

entire museum to crash to the

ground with us in it.

PAUL

Well that is a risk we have to

take.

Professor Marvin Popper ACTIVATES the Gravatoner and FIRES

it at the floor of the museum causing all of the anti

gravitons to turn into gravitons.

MARTIN

Good the anti gravitons are gone.

BRUCE

(screaming)

And now the museum is falling.

Suddenly the Museum started to fall from the sky and causing

the Koalas and Professors Marvin and Lucy Popper to break

out from the museum through the skylight.

The Museum CRASHES to the ground causing a BIG DUST CLOUD to

covering the entire foundation, and being destroyed in

rubble.

FLUFFY

(scared)

OK Powerful Paul, now we’re outside

and falling to the ground, what

now?

MARTIN

Use the sticky bombs to make a

trampoline.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Good idea Marty.

The Koalas all throw their sticky bombs to the rubble of the

art museum MAKING a STICKY TRAMPOLINE. The Koalas and

Professors Marvin and Lucy Popper all land on the trampoline

bounce off from it and landed on the ground safely.

JAKE

(revealed)

Yes we are safe and we not dead.

Jake kisses the ground.

BRUCE

(glad)

You beat just in time for the

Chargers Game.

MARTIN

(disgust)

Could you stop thinking about that

Chargers game, we have a bad guy to

stop, not to watch a silly game.

BRUCE

(mad)

It’s not a silly GAME!!!

PAUL

Wait you might be on to something

Big Bruce.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

Paul’s right the Charger Game is

all over the news.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

And there is a trophy that goes

with it.

BRUCE

Totally, the Big One trophy it’s

worth over 500 million dollars.

PAUL

And that is where we are going to.

FLUFFY

Really.

FADE TO
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INT. ZERO G’S HIDE OUT EVENING.

At Zero G’s hide out, Zero G’s is watching the San Diego

Charger game per show on the TV. Then an image of the trophy

appeasers on the TV.

SPORTS ANNOUNCER (V.O)

(on the TV)

And this is what the Chargers and

the Cowboys are playing for, the

Big One Trophy worth over 500

million dollars.

ZERO G’S

500 million dollar huh, not if I

can take it away from the game

first. hahaha.

CUT TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY FOOTBALL STADIUM EVENING MOMENTS LATER

At the Eucalypcity Football Stadium, the Stadium was filled

with thousands of fans waiting for the game to start. The

Koalas and Professors Marvin and Lucy Popper are all seated

at the front 5 rows up with the Koalas are in their hoodies.

FLUFFY

Are you sure that Zero G’s is going

to be here?

MARTIN

(smiles)

Eureka, according to the tracking

device on Zero G’s, Zero G’s is

coming towards the stadium.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

And with the gravity chips that we

put onto your utility belts won’t

effect you when battling Zero G’s.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

And you can control your own

gravity.

MARTIN

And while we fight Zero G’s, we

shall us the Gravatoner to negate

his powers.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

But right now we are going to enjoy

the game.

Jake points at the field.

JAKE

Hey look the chargers are coming

onto the field.

The Eucalypcity Koalas runs out onto the field on one side

of the field and the Dallas Cowboys run onto the other side

of the field waving to the fans.

SPORTS ANNOUNCER (V.O)

(speakers)

And here comes the Eucalypcity

Koalas coming onto the field, with

the Cowboys coming out onto the

other side of the field, everyone

is crazy for this game.

CUT TO

INT.CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE LIVING ROOM

EVENING

Rose McScott is on the sofa petting Rex, while watching the

beginning of the game on the TV.

SPORTS ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

(on the TV)

If anyone is watching this game, I

hope you cheer for the Chargers,

because I am going to.

ROSE MCSCOTT

I don’t know why Bruce and Jake get

so existed over this silly sport,

it’s all about men tackling each

other for some ball.

CUT TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY FOOTBALL STADIUM EVENING MOMENTS LATER

The Eucalypcity Koala Player in the 30 jersey kicks the

football into the air and all of a sudden the football start

to FLOAT into the air.

(CONTINUED)
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SPORTS ANNOUNCER (V.O)

OMG the football is floating in the

air that didn’t happen before?

ZERO G’S(V.O)

Because the football is floating in

the air by me.

RAP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Zero G’s FLOATS from the sky

and land into the stadium. The SECURITY GUARDS arrive onto

the field.

ZERO G’S

I don’t think so half of you go up

to the sky.

Zero G’s uses his GRAVITY POWERS to make 5 security officers

FLOAT into the air.

ZERO G’S

And half of you go to the ground.

Zero G’s uses his GRAVITY POWERS to SLAM 4 security guards

onto the ground.

Everyone was surprised and in fear of Zero G’s was in the

stadium.

ZERO G’S

Now with your cooperation hand over

the trophy and I shall be on my

way.

PAUL

Not if we have anything to say

about it.

ACTION RAP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Koalas ACTIVATES

their gravity chips causing them to FLOAT into the air and

Fly towards Zero G’s, while everyone else in the stadium ran

out from the stadium.

ZERO G’S

You furry freaks again, did I

destroy you along with the museum?

BRUCE

Yes, but we survived.

JAKE

And we’re here to kick your butt,

and watch the rest of the game.

(CONTINUED)
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Zero G’s uses his GRAVITY POWERS to slam the Koalas to the

ground, but the koalas are not effected by his powers.

ZERO G’S

What the heck?

MARTIN

Sorry Zero G’s but your powers

don’t effect us anymore.

ZERO G’S

What does that suppose to mean?

BRUCE

It means we have the advantage to

kick you butt, Boo Yah.

Bruce flies towards Zero G’s and kicks him in the hip.

JAKE

(shouted)

Koalabunga!!!

Jake then punches Zero G’s. Zero G’s uses his POWERS to pick

up a bench from the field and throws it at Jake, slamming

into him causing Jake to fall the ground. Fluffy FIRES her

net gun at Zero G’s.Zero G’s uses his powers to RIP the net

apart. Martin grabs Zero G’s left arm from behind and then

throws him to the ground slamming him onto the field.

PAUL

Give up Zero G’s stop this at once.

Zero G’s uses his POWERS to pick up the goal post behind

Paul and throws it behind him. Paul dodge the attack, but

Zero G’s SNAPS 1 of the goal post’s poles and swings it at

Paul, sending him crashing into the stands.

Bruce grabs hold of Zero G’s and then Fluffy kicks him in

the face causing a gold tooth to get knocked out from his

mouth.

FLUFFY

Eww!!! A gold tooth, that is so

World War 2.

Bruce throws Zero G’s to the ground and the Koalas start to

dog pile on top of Zero G’s.

PAUL

We asked you nicely to give up and

surrender.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Or else we shall be you up.

Zero G’s uses his powers to BREAKS off a concrete wall and

pulls it off and causing it to slam into the Koalas,

knocking them off of Zero G’s.

ZERO G’S

Do you know how long it is since I

last preform, never in my life.

JAKE

Well you sure had one bad music

career.

ZERO G’S

You’re right about that one ,and so

I gotten myself hands on his fancy

belt that I had found in the

dumpster, I shall use it’s power to

destroy you.

PAUL

Our Oath is Koalas together we

never SURRENDER.

Paul pulls out one of his arms and did a karate chop on the

concrete wall that is on him and his siblings and BREAKS it

in half freeing them.

The Koalas FLY towards Zero G’s. Zero G’s uses his POWERS to

PULL all of the sets from the stands and throws them at the

Koalas. The Koalas all dodge the chairs. Paul pulls out his

nun chucks and uses them to hit Zero G’s right in the face.

Paul throws Zero G’s at Bruce and, Bruce kicks Zero G’s

right into the field grinning Zero G’s to another goal post.

Jake races towards FLIES in towards Zero G’s. Zero G’s uses

his POWERS to make the goal post FLOAT into the air and

SLAMS Jake into the ground.

Fluffy throws a kick Zero G’s hitting him in the stomach

with a knee strike and does an elbow strike and throws

punches at Zero G’s.

Zero G’s got so angry he uses his POWERS to make all of the

chairs from the stands behind him FLOAT into the air and

throws them all at Paul, Bruce and Martin. They kicked 3

chairs each at Zero G’s sending them flying back at him

hitting him one in the head, the other in the chest and the

last one in the legs.

(CONTINUED)
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Bruce FLIES at Zero G’s and throws a big punch in the face.

Martin then comes up at him and kicks Zero G’s in the hip.

Paul does a sextuplet kick at Zero G’s and then an upper cut

punch at Zero G’s sending him flying upward into the sky.

Paul FLIES up into the air and did a hammer fist punch onto

Zero G’s slamming him to the ground.

BRUCE

Touch down, what it’s apart of

football.

All of the Koalas all surround Zero G’s and they land to the

field.

ZERO G’S

What are you going to do, take the

belt off? Face it I have tried to

take the belt off from myself, but

it is stuck on me.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

That is why it’s a small size on

you.

Professor Marvin Popper FIRES the ray gun at Zero G’s

negating his powers.

PAUL

(smiles)

Alright Zero G’s try out your

powers now.

ZERO G’S P.O.V

Zero G’s sees the goal pots that he pull out from the ground

during the battle.

RETURN TO SCENE.

Zero G’s raises his hands and try to pick up the goal post

with his powers, but his powers don’t work.

ZERO G’S

(mad)

Hey why are my powers aren’t

working?

MARTIN

(explained)

Because your powers are negated by

the gravitons from the

Gravatoner causing you to lose

your powers.

(CONTINUED)
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The POLICE come into the stadium to arrest Zero G’s. The

Police handcuffed Zero G’s and took him away.

ZERO G’S

(mad)

This isn’t fare, you guys shall pay

for this one day, I mean it!!!

FLUFFY

(smiles)

Well then you have all the time in

prison to work on your rap music.

FADE TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM 3 WEEKS LATER

3 weeks later the Koalas and Rose McScott where in the

living room watching the Eucalypcity Koalas game on the TV.

The game is tided with 30 points for both teams it comes

down to the final play of the game.

SPORTS ANNOUNCER (V.O)

(on the TV)

Well it’s been 3 weeks after the

crazy gravity rapper attack, and

everything is fix here at the

stadium ,and the score is tided

with both teams with 30 points, and

it comes down to this, will the

Eucalypcity Koalas win let’s find

out.

A Eucalypcity Koala player with a number 12 jersey kicks the

football into the air, as the other players tackle each

other. Suddenly a Eucalypcity Koala player with a 27 jersey

catch the ball and did a touch down letting the Koalas to

win the game.

The fans CHEER on the TV so as Bruce and Jake back at their

house.

SPORTS ANNOUNCER (V.O)

And it’s over the Chargers win.

BRUCE

(smiles)

Yes, the chargers win.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Totally bro, it has been 3 weeks

since Zero G’s attack ,and now we

see the Chargers winning the game.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well I am glad that you 5 defeated

Zero G’s, and I am proud of all 5

of you.

JAKE

(smiles)

And the best part from saving the

game, Big Bruce and I get Jerseys

autographed by all of the

Eucalypcity Koala players.

FLUFFY

Presents from the koalas to some

koalas.

PAUL

Well we are glad that you guys got

something from the Koalas.

SPORTS ANNOUNCER (V.O)

And now here is Eucalypcity Koalas

Quarterback Bill Leons of what he

thinks about 3 weeks ago.

BILL LEONS in his 40’s Caucasian, muscular, has blue eyes

and red hair is speaking into the microphone

BILL LEONS

(on the TV)

Well things started out great for

the game, but suddenly it all back

fired when this raper float out

from the sky and causing panic, but

luckily 5 koala mascots defeated

him and saved the say.

BRUCE

(smiles)

You got that right.

JAKE

Hey since we saved the game, maybe

the Eucalycity Koalas can call us

and hired us as their mascots

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Lets just stick to our day jobs as

crime fighters of Eucalypcity.

The koalas and Rose continue to watch the game.

FADE TO BLACK


